CODA Junior Drum Set Setup Instructions
Congratulations on purchasing this CODA Junior
Drum Set! This document will provide you with
setup instructions to get you up and drumming in
no time!
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Bass Drum Assembly -

1) Place the drumhead with the CODA logo on the front side of the
Bass Drum, the side closest to the spur brackets. Line up the CODA
logo with the top of the drum. Place the Bass Drum Hoop over the
drumhead, and hang the Claws on the Hoop. Make sure there is a
washer on each of the Long Tension Rods. Then, insert the Long Tension Rods through each Hoop Claw into the Lugs (See Fig. 1). Handtighten each Tension Rod, then use the Drum Key tune the drum to your
desired pitch. Repeat this process to install head on the other side of
the drum.
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2) Insert the Bass Drum Spurs into brackets near the front of the drum.
Hand tighten the wing screws to keep the Spurs in place. Insert the
Tom Arms into Tom Mounting Bracket. Make sure to line up the Memory Locks and Wing Nuts so that they are facing outward for easy
adjustment (See Fig. 2). Attach Tom Drums to Tom Arms and adjust
to desired height. Insert the Cymbal Holder into the Cymbal Stand
Mounting Bracket and tighten the wing screw. Attach Cymbal to the
Cymbal Holder.
3) Assemble the Bass Drum Pedal by inserting the thin, flat plate into
the base of the pedal. Remove the plastic covering from the Beater
and insert Beater into the Bass Drum Pedal. Tighten the wing screw to
hold it into place. Attach Bass Drum Pedal to Hoop of the Bass Drum.
Tighten the wing screw to keep the pedal from moving (See Fig. 3).
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Fig. 1

Floor Tom Assembly -

Place drumhead on top of Floor Tom and cover with the Hoop. Insert
Short Tension Rods through holes on the hoop and into the Tom Lugs.
First hand-tighten the Tension Rods, then use the Drum Key to tune the
drums to pitch. Repeat this process to install head on the other side
of the drum. Insert the Tom Legs into the leg brackets and tighten the
wing screws.

Fig. 2

Snare Assembly -

Assemble the Snare Stand by placing the basket section into the leg
section. Tighten the wing screw. Extend the tripod legs. Fold out the
arms of the basket, and loosen the wing nut to adjust the angle of the
stand. Place Snare Drum into Snare Stand with the clear drum head
facing down.
Fig. 3

Finish -

Arrange the drums so that they can be comfortably reached while
standing behind the bass drum. Now you’re ready to play!
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